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ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development is civil
society organization that operates since 2000 at various
levels - from local to national and international.
Encouraging initiatives, arranging and cooperation
contribute to changes in the value systems that link
sustainable community development.
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1. PROJECTS
1.1. Together for sustainable
development in Croatia
PROJECT DURATION: March 1st 2011 – March 28th 2013

In 2013 the following activities were organized and carried out:
}} National conference „What can Croatian rural areas expect
in 2014 – 2020 programme period?“ was held (Ludbreg,
March 26th 2013).
}} „How to reach better public policies? Civil society

1.2. CIVITAS CAPITAL:
CiViNET Network SloveniaCroatia

contribution“ manual was prepared and printed in which

PROJECT DURATION: September 1st 2013 – August 31st 2016

the steps on making a shadow report are described.

FINANCING: ODRAZ volunteering (till September

}} Assistance was provided to HMRR in preparing and printing

FINANCING: IPA 2008, European Commission; co-financing:

shadow report „IPARD – yesterday / today / tomorrow 2010

Croatian Government Office for NGOs, own resources

– 2012“ on IPARD progremme implementation in Croatia.

1st 2013), CIVITAS CAPITAL (EC_DG MOVE)
Coordinator of CIVINET Network SloveniaCroatia is City of Ljubljana, Slovenian secretariat
is managed by REC, and Croatian by ODRAZ

Project Coordinator: ODRAZ – Sustainable
Community Development
Partners: HMRR – Croatian Rural Development
Network, Association for Civil Society Development
SMART, Milieukontakt - Netherlands

The project strengthen the influence of civil
sector on planning and implementation
of sustainable rural development on local,
national and European levels.
//// annual report 2013

Poster for National conference

After the end of CIVITAS ELAN project, we
continued to participate as volunteers on
carrying out a series of activities in order to
make the results achieved in Zagreb sustainable
and to make other cities aware of innovative
solutions in areas of transport and mobility.
5

Together with town of Koprivnica as Croatian representative

CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia had 16 members from Slovenia

and Ljubljana and REC as Slovenian, we initiated the

and 11 from Croatia at the end of 2013.

establishing of CIVINET Network Slovenia-Croatia, which was
launched on April 25th 2013 in Ljubljana. At the very beginning

The following activities were organized so far within the

the Network was joined by a number of cities (along Koprivnica

CiViNET Network:

there were Zagreb, Rijeka, Dubrovnik, Samobor, Čazma, Ivanić
Grad, Zaprešić, etc.) and other relevant stakeholders (e.g.
ZET-public transportation). The goal of Network is transfer of
knowledge and best practice, creating joint projects through
which future activities on transportation sustainability in cities
will be funded.

}} regular web page www.civitaszagreb.hr and Facebook fan
page Za bijeli Zagreb grad https://www.facebook.com/
CivitasElan.ZaBijeliZagrebGrad updating.

Study visit in Zagreb, ZET

}} at the beginning of 2013 we prepared a few examples of
best practice from CIVITAS ELAN project for web page
http://www.eltis.org/
}} in Zagreb, on October 21st and 22nd 2013, a study visit
was held of a dozen representatives of cities from various
countries, interested in the experience Zagreb gained
participating in CIVITAS ELAN project from 2008 till 2012.
}} we participated on CIVINET Network meeting held as a
part of Conference on Cycling in Middle and East Europe

CIVINET Network meeting, Ljubljana

(Ljubljana, October 15th and 16th 2013), organized by
Slovenian REC – Regional Environmental Protection Centre
for Middle and East Europe.
Establishment of a CiViNET Network, Ljubljana

}} we took part in preparing documentation and organizing
the first Assembly of Network which will take place in the

CIVINET Networks are established in other EU countries as
well, supported by the European Commission, and their partial
financing is provided through CIVITAS CAPITAL project.

beginning of 2014 in Ljubljana.
}} we prepared the first edition of CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia
e-newsletter in December 2013, and you can read it here:
http://bit.ly/1mavfU0.

E-newsletter CIVINET Info, first edition

6
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CIVITAS ELAN AFTER PROJECT
FINISH: Project CIVITAS ELAN
was awarded twice!
1. Award of Ministry of Regional
Development and EU funds

1.3. Environmental Permits

awarded 3rd place.

2. International recognition SYNAPTIC award for excellence
Zagreb example of best practice was chosen as best in
the category of public transportation, along with London,
which won the first prize in the category of multimodular
transportation solution „from door to door“ and Switzerland
which was best in managing mobility. The awarded activities
for improvement of elder safety in public transportation were
designed by ODRAZ – Sustainable Community Development,

}} „Guide on Environmental Permit“ was prepared with

PROJECT DURATION: July – December 2013

examples of best practice on the process of consulting

FINANCING: City of Zagreb, ODRAZ volunteering

the public in the procedure of obtaining environmental

The project was implemented in association with Croatian
Business Council for Sustainable Development (HR PSOR).

permits, step by step.
}} consultations with selected experts were carried out.
}} on December 20th 2013 a round table was held on „Public

Among the three most successful regional projects funded
by the EU in the 2010-2012 period, CIVITAS ELAN project was

Within the project, the following activities were implemented:

Implementation of public participation
process in obtaining IPPC permits (Integrated
Pollution Prevention Control or Environmental
Permits) is a relatively new approach for
Croatia in the area of environment protection.
Having in mind the previous experience in
implementing the process of determining
unified environmental requirements, we
designed this project that will help clarify the
process.

participation in the process of obtaining Environmental
permits“.
}} E-version of the guide was published on ODRAZ and
partners’ web pages: http://odraz.hr/en/publications/
publications/guide-on-public-participation-in-theprocess-of-obtaining-environmental-permits-ippc.

and were implemented jointly by ODRAZ, ZET and City Office
for Social Protection and Persons with Disabilities.

Round table “Public participation in the process of obtaining
Environmental permits”

//// annual report 2013
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1.4. Capacity for Development

}} we facilitate the work of informal Local Development
Network on a regular basis
}} giving continuous support to Croatian Rural Development

PROJECT DURATION: September 18th

Network - HMRR

2013 - September 17th 2014

}} ODRAZ members participate in various advisories, such as

FINANCING: IPA IV - Local initiatives for employment

Workgroup for Croatian Economic Programme, advisory

promotion (European Social Fund)

group for Coordination Commission for Programme
Documents for EU 2014-2020 period

Project coordinator: HZZ Zagreb regional office
Partners: ODRAZ, City of Zagreb,

}} till mid 2013, ODRAZ director was a member of Joint

Zagreb Development Agency

The goal of the project is to improve
competitiveness and sustainability of Local
Partnership for Employment (LPZ) in Zagreb
through strengthening partner institutions’
relevant employee skills using education,
training of coaches, mentorship and
dissemination of results to other members of
LPZ Zagreb.
Some of implemented activities are:

Advisory Board EU-Croatia, and from July 2013 she is a
First Kick off meeting, Croatian Employment Institute

member of European Economic and Social Committee
(EESC)
}} we continued to volunteer on many activities after the end

1.5. Institutional support

of CIVITAS ELAN project
}} we have a long history of excellent media coverage

SUPPORT DURATION: 2013 - 2015

(newspapers, radio, TV), through cooperation with media

FINANCING: Institutional support form National

we strive to bring the topics of sustainable development

Civil Society Development Foundation

and LEADER approach closer to public and to initiate

Three year long institutional support helps
us focus on implementing our projects
and activities and allows for our volunteer
participation in various advisories and boards.

debates on these themes

}} • first project team meeting was held (November 13th 2013)
where the importance of LPZ visual identity was stressed,
which will be one of ODRAZ activities; concept of cooperation
and activities of LPZ Zagreb was defined and Austrian LPZ
models were discussed as good models for LPZ Zagreb.

8
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2.2. Web pages

2. INFORMING

ODRAZ web page
During 2013 we had more than 1000
Facebook posts, 290 news on our web page
and prepared 48 issues of e-newsletter MLR
info service.

www.odraz.hr

2.1. Community Network

CIVITAS ELAN Project web page

We have regularly updated the pages bringing new,
interesting information - in the column “NEWS” alone, in 2013
we have published 260 articles.

www.civitaszagreb.hr

Community Network (MLR) operates since
2004 as an informal network with the main
purpose of exchange of information in the
area of sustainable local development.

We have continued to update the CIVITAS ELAN web page
which is also used as a platform for CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia
Network on whose activities we will inform through this page
as well.

Today MLR has more than 500 members, from both civil and
public sectors and a small number from business sector.
Through e-newsletter MLR info service and ODRAZ web and
Facebook page, the members are informed about ongoing
domestic and EU competitions, events and other things
of interest from civil sector and sustainable rural and local
development.

E-newsletter MLR Info servis

//// annual report 2013
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2.3. Social Network profiles

Facebook fan page Za bijeli Zagreb
grad (For White Zagreb City)

2.4. Cooperation with media

Facebook fan page ODRAZSustainable Community
Development

Profile address: https://www.facebook.

Profile adress: http://www.facebook.com/odraz.odrzivi.

We continued sharing and posting content regarding

razvoj.zajednice

sustainable mobility and we had about 700 posts in 2013. Our

Number of fans: 2.091 (on December 31st 2013)

intention is to continue using the page to promote CIVINET

ODRAZ cares about cooperating with media,
so that the public could stay informed on
matters like sustainable development, rural
development based on LEADER, the importance
of participation of public in the decision
making process, intersectoral partnership, etc.

com/CivitasElan.ZaBijeliZagrebGrad
Number of fans: 1.392 (on December 31st 2013)

Slovenia-Croatia Network and the activities which will be

In 2013 we had more than 1000 posts (on
average 3-5 per day) of which 130 referred to
ongoing domestic and EU competitions.

implemented within the project.

2.3. Association Doors Open
Days

In 2013 we had a total of 22 publications in the media: 3 TV
appearances, 11 printed articles and 8 web publications.

Association Doors Open Days are held each
June throughout Croatia in order to bring
closer the activities that associations carry out
to the wide public.
ODRAZ organized presentation of the new publication “How
to reach better public policies? Civil society contribution” and
some of the findings from analysis of IPARD implementation in
Animated film “Sustainable devlopment - what`s that?”, sponsored add

Croatia. Also, anyone who was interested had the opportunity

on Facebook

to visit our office.
Association Doors Open Days, ODRAZ office

10
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Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, ODRAZ director, is one of the lecturers,

3. eduCATION

alongside dr.sc. Zdravko Špirić, headmaster of Institute of
Applied Ecology OIKON. In the academic term 2012/2013 55
students from both schools took this course.

3.1. ODRAZ School - Organizing
Local Development
Project Rural.net, Program IPA cross border
cooperation Hungary-Croatia

In association with LAG Slap and LAG Baranja
in May 2013 we held a three day course for 18
highly educated young people from Baranja,
as a support to LAG Baranja.
Some of the goals were: familiarize the participants with basic

Three day course as a support to LAG Baranja, Karanac

3.2. Student education
“Environment
protection
and
sustainable development” course
on Faculty of Metallurgy in Sisak and
VERN’ College

VERN College, Zagreb

principles of community organization; shed light on roles of
sectors in society and complementarity of their contributions
to community development; discuss the needs, possibilities
and limitations of successful development partnership; help
strengthen skills and capabilities of young stakeholders in the
field of community development planning.

//// annual report 2013

The course of environment protection and
sustainable development was created with
the idea to raise and improve capacities for
implementation of sustainable development
in the economy as well as to make the concepts
of sustainable development and socially
responsible business’ better understood.
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4. TECHNICAL SUPPORT
4.1. IPPC directive
(Environmental Permits)
ODRAZ was involved in designing and
implementing
workshops
regarding
participation of public in the process
of obtaining IPPC permits, moderating
workshops for relevant stakeholders and held
trainings on networking and negotiating.

4.2. Support in the process
of preparing local development
strategy (LDS) LAG North
Istria
ODRAZ assisted in the process of preparing local development
strategy LAG North Istria, alongside HMRR. In the beginning of
2013 an overview and assessment of propositions for LDS was
made and it was presented at the interactive modular training
held at the end of 2013, attended by some 20 participants.

Total of 15 workshops were held throughout Croatia on the
subject of participation of public, and additional 8 on other
mentioned topics.

12
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5. ACTIVITIES IN PUBLIC POLICIES AREAS
ODRAZ participates and actively contributes
shaping and monitoring implementation
of public policies considering matters
regarding orientation and activity of
association - environment protection,
sustainable development, rural development,
regional development, local development,
civil society development, participation
of public, lifelong learning, education
for sustainable development, etc.

ODRAZ representatives are members of permanent working
bodies and ad-hoc established workgroups on European,
national and local levels, such as: Committee for Monitoring
IPA component IV implementation/Human Resources
Development and European Social Fund Monitoring
Committee (ESF); Thematic Workgroup for Croatian Economic
Programme;

Local

Employment

Partnership

Zagreb;

Partnership Council for Zagreb Plan; Interdepartmental
Coordination Monitoring Implementation of Education for
Sustainable Development Action Plan.

ODRAZ participates in consideration, agreeing and direction
of public policies on European level:
}} EESC - European Economic and Social Committee (since
July 2013 Lidija Pavić-Rogošić is a member)
}} First European Rural Parliament
}} ODRAZ representatives give opinions and comments
on

strategies,

law

and

subordinate

legislation

suggestions concerning its fields of interest and analyze
implementation of public policies and regulations:
}} we helped HMRR prepare a shadow report on
implementation of IPARD in 2010-2012 period - “IPARD Yesterday/Today/Tomorrow”
}} participation in the process of monitoring Sustainable
Development Education Action Plan
}} commenting on Law on Associations and Rural
Development Programme 2014-2020 drafts etc.

The appointment of nine of Croatian member’s in European Economic
and Social Committee (EESC), Bruxelles

//// annual report 2013
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6. PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND HANDBOOKS
How to reach better public
policies? Civil society
contribution

IPARD
Yesterday/Today/Tomorrow

Shadow report on IPARD Programme
implementation in Croatia 2010-2012

Environmental Permits - Short
Guide for Public
The guide features general explanations of the process of
participation of public in decision making, a show of process

The handbook contains description of steps on public policies

ODRAZ assisted HMRR in preparing a shadow report

of issuing environmental permit and public participation in

analysis and making a shadow report. It is intended for all

on IPARD Programme implementation in Croatia for

that process, including final comments and recommendations

who wish to influence public policies (http://odraz.hr/en/

2010-2012

(http://odraz.hr/en/publications/

(http://odraz.hr/en/publications/publications/guide-

publications/publications/better-public-policies-civil-society-

publications/ipard-yesterday-today-tomorrow-shadow-

on-public-participation-in-the-process-of-obtaining-

organizations-contribution).

report-on-implementation-of-the-ipard-programme-in-

environmental-permits-ippc).

period

croatia-2010-2012).

14
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7. cooperation and partnership with
other associatons and organizations
In 2013 we started or continued cooperation with a number

ODRAZ continues to cooperate with regional organizations,

of organizations, whether through membership in common

e.g. Youth Info Organization (OIA), CPCD - Civil Society

organizations, partnership in projects or organization of joint

Promotion Centre in Bosnia and Herzegovina and

activities. We will mention only a few: 30 member associations

Montenegros’ CSTI - Centre for Sustainable Tourism Initiatives

of HMRR-Croatian Rural Development Network; Croatian

on designing and preparing joint projects.

Business Council for Sustainable Development (HR PSOR);
City Councils of Zagreb and Koprivnica; HZZ - Croatian Labor
Exchange, Zagreb department; Zagreb Development Agency;
Institute for Applied Ecology Oikon; UNDP and UN DESA;
Ministry of Environment Protection and Nature; Association
of Croatian Cities, etc.

//// annual report 2013
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8. other activities
8.1. Continuous support to
Croatian Rural Development
Network

Emphasis was put on preparation of shadow report on IPARD

Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, ODRAZ director presented the process of

programme implementation (IPARD - Yesterday/Today/

public policies analysis and making of a shadow report.

Tomorrow) and handbook on making such a report.
Also, some of the IPARD implementation analysis results were
presented and all visitors received a copy of the publication.

ODRAZ is one of the founders of HMRR and for the past couple
of years has been giving active support to HMRR operations.

8.2. Organization of meetings,
conferences, round tables
8.2.1. Conference on “What can
Croatian rural areas expect in the
2014-2020 programme period?”

Conference opening, Ludbreg
Presentation of publication “How to reach better public policies?”,
ZgForum

~ March 26th 2013, Ludbreg
Organizers: ODRAZ and HMRR in cooperation with LAG Izvor
There were 46 participants on the conference, representatives
of various civil sectors and different levels of operation of rural
development stakeholders - associations and organizations,
LAGs, local governments, counties, ministries, government
offices and colleges.

16

8.2.2. Public policies monitoring and
analysis
~ 13th June, ZgForum Zagreb
Within the Open Doors Day, we organized presentation of
new ODRAZ publication “How to reach better public policies?
Civil society contribution”.
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8.2.3. Round table on “Participation
of public in the process of obtaining
environmental permits”

}} Meeting “Involvement of civil society organizations in
creating policies for agriculture and rural development
and usage of EU funds for rural development projects,
April 2nd 2013, Belgrade, organized by the Team for Social

~ December 20th 2013, Zagreb City Tribune

Inclusion and Poverty Reduction of Serbian

Organizers: ODRAZ and HR PSOR

}} Forum

of

Anna

Lindh

Foundation “Citizens

for

Mediterranean”, April 4-7 2013, Marseille, where ODRAZ

The goal of the event, which brought together about

featured its 4 short films

30 participants, was to present a Guide for the public on
environmental permits (IPPC), to shed light on participation

}} “Participation in a better future - vision of regional

of the public in the process, and to discuss possible

development in Serbia” conference, May 29-31 2013,

improvements.

Pirot, Serbia
}} panel discussion “Civil society organizations and EU

Representatives of business and civil sector, as well as

institutions: what kind of dialogue can we expect”, June

representatives of public administration’s bodies participated

12th 2013, Zagreb

in the debate and gave answers to questions: why the

}} workshop

environmental permit is a very important and useful

sector perspective, are the civil society organizations satisfied

education

policies

for

sustainable development of the Mediterranean”, June 17-

document, what is the process of public participation in the
procedure of obtaining environmental permit from business

“Strengthening

18, Zagreb
Invitation to the round table, poster

}} 11th CIVITAS FORUM 2013, September 30th – October
2nd 2013., Brest, France

with regulated proceeding, and similar.

8.3. Participation in meetings
and conferences

}} Civil Society Forum and Annual World Bank and MMF
meeting 2013, October 7-13 2013, Washington, SAD
}} Expert meeting for global report on sustainable
development, October 21- 22 2013., Dubrovnik

ODRAZ representatives participated actively in about 20
different events, home and abroad:

Round table about Environmental permits, Zagreb City Tribune
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}} Seminar „LAGs as holders of rural communities
development” November 7- 8 2013, Zadar

}} Focus group within the research on “Role of Croatian civil

}} First European Rural Parliament November 13th 2013,

society organizations in EU joining process”, March 22nd

Bruxelles Belgium (http://odraz.hr/en/news/odraz-news/

2013, Zagreb

first-european-rural-parliament)
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9. FINANCIAL REPORT
Revenues

Expenditures

Type of revenue

sum (KN)

Type of expenditure

sum (KN)

Transfered surplus revenue

158.008,00

Gross salaries

Domestic donations

391.947,00

Other employees expenditures

11.100,00

Payroll taxes

68.498,00

Business travel, transportation and employee
professional development

75.861,00

Projects collaborators fees

40.985,00

Office materials, utilities

20.929,00

State budget donations
City budgets donations

20.000,00
City of Zagreb

National Foundation of Civil Society Development
Foreign donations
European Comission
Revenues from own economic activites
Financial revenues (foreign exchange gains)
Other revenues
Total revenues

-

20.000,00
371.947,00
666.600,00
666.600,00
187.679,00
12.247,00
8.547,00
1.425.028,00

Services

320.029,00

Refreshments, meals on trainings and meetings, dues

23.462,00

Amortization

27.073,00

Financial and other non mentioned expenditures

12.113,00

Donation and projects partners transfers

70.500,00

Other expenditures

11.813,00

Total expenditures

1.133.004,00

Surplus revenue for 2014

18

450.641,00

292.024,00
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10. ABOUT ODRAZ

ODRAZ-ov tim

ODRAZ team
PRESIDENT

SUBCONTRACTORS

Višnja Jelić Műck,

Tihana Damjanović

EMPLOYEES

VOLUNTEERS

Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, director

Marina Marić Turk

Ksenija Vidović Vorberger,

Dinko Odak

Community Network coordinator
Marina Vojković, Head of Office
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